MED11 Evaluation License Agreement

In the remainder of this document the term User refers to:
_______________________________________ (Individual name)

and the term User’s Research Group refers to:
_______________________________________ (University, Institute or Company name)
_______________________________________ (Specific department, area, organizational unit)
_______________________________________ (Geographic site where material will be used)

User agrees on behalf of User’s Research Group, to receive media (CD-ROM, DVD, hard drive, web download, etc.), named below under “Corpora and/or Data Received,” containing video, speech and/or text data from the Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC). User agrees to use the material received under this agreement (the “Data”) only for purposes of the MED1 evaluation and research toward improved MED performance at the geographic site indicated above. User and User’s Research Group may include limited excerpts from the Data in articles, reports and other documents describing the results of work performed in the MED1 evaluation and of research toward improved MED performance. User further agrees not to otherwise publish, retransmit, disclose, display, copy, reproduce or redistribute the Data to others outside of User’s Research Group.

User further agrees the Data will not be used to develop technologies that identify or provide individual Personally Identifiable Information as defined by OMB Memorandum M-07-16 (in Note 1) or the identity of groups.

This license is valid until March 1, 2012 only, at which time User agrees to delete the Data and any files and software derived from it from any computer or media onto which it has been copied and to return any media to LDC. Notwithstanding the foregoing, User may keep the Data if (1) there is a follow-on NIST evaluation and User has signed an agreement on behalf of User’s Research group to participate in that evaluation; (2) User executes on behalf of User’s Research group a subsequent LDC license that covers the Data, or (3) LDC extends the return date for the Data.

Furthermore, User agrees to delete the Data and any files and software derived from it from any computer or media onto which it has been copied and to return any media to LDC not later than November 11, 2011 if User does not participate in the MED11 evaluation.

LDC reserves the right to withdraw all or part of the Data at any time during the course of this agreement. If notified by LDC that all or part of the Data is withdrawn, User will immediately delete the specified data from any computer or media onto which it has been copied.

User designates _______________________ as the data contact person under this agreement. The data contact person shall receive all material distributed by the LDC under this agreement. The data contact person is responsible for distributing such material to User’s Research Group.